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Abstract 

 
Most current programming languages (including Ada) 
provide some means of allowing the programmer to 
dynamically allocate and deallocate heap storage.  This 
permits construction of “unbounded” abstract data types, 
e.g., stacks, queues, one-way lists, etc.  Unfortunately, the 
addition of dynamically allocated storage to the 
implementation of abstract data types is a complicated 
business.  Unless special care is taken, it can lead to 
problems of storage leaks, dangling references, unwanted 
aliasing, and unexpected lengthy execution times (due to 
storage allocation and reclamation), among others.  We 
propose a specific discipline for avoiding these problems. 
 
 

1.  Introduction   
 
Section 4.2 of the Ada 9X Requirements1 recognizes the 
following storage management problems associated with 
abstract data types (ADTs) implemented using 
dynamically allocated data structures (“unbounded” 
ADTs): 
 

• Problem 1.  Currently the implementer of an ADT 
has no sure way of regaining control over 
dynamically allocated storage.  However, as noted 
in the Ada 9X Requirements1, p. 19: “...the 
programmer should be able to gain control 
whenever storage is allocated and whenever a 
scope is deactivated.” 

 

                                                 
 This material is based upon work supported by the 
National Science Foundation Grant No. CCR-9111892. 

• Problem 2.  There is a proliferation of unbounded 
ADTs providing the same functionality, differing 
only in their storage management scheme.  The 
need for different schemes is also recognized in the 
Ada 9X Requirements1, p. 19: “...the ability to pro-
vide specialized storage management algorithms is 
often essential when tuning an application’s 
performance.”  This is already happening in 
practice.  Booch4 typically provides two versions 
for each unbounded type, e.g., Stack_Sequen-
tial_Unbounded_Managed_Noniterator and 
Stack_Sequential_Unbounded_Un-
managed_Noniterator.  These differ only in their 
storage management scheme. 

 
• Problem 3.  The client of an unbounded ADT 

typically has little control over the allocation and 
reclamation process, but needs this control.  Again, 
this point is made in the Ada 9X Requirements1, 
pp. 19-20: “For time-critical applications, storage 
allocation and reclamation actions must occur at 
predictable times and must be accomplished in a 
bounded amount of time.” 

 
This paper offers a discipline for designing unbounded 
ADTs based on a coherent set of engineering principles.  
By adhering to this discipline, an Ada software designer 
can develop a large class of unbounded ADTs that do not 
suffer from the storage management problems listed 
above. 
 
One of the principles presented in this paper is related to 
work by Booch4 and Musser and Stepanov13 in that it 
involves an encapsulation for storage management.  It is 
different from their work in that the encapsulation imposes 
stricter control over the client’s use of the allocated 



storage.  Through this strict encapsulation, problems 2 and 
3 can be addressed.  Rosen15 proposes an abstraction with 
stricter control than Booch or Musser and Stepanov, but 
this encapsulation is not used to build linked structures, as 
is done here.  Work by Sherman16, Muralidharan12, and 
Baker3 also addresses Problem 1. 
 
The paper is organized as follows.  Section 2 introduces a 
discipline for designing unbounded ADTs with acyclic 
linked representations.  Section 3 introduces 
Nilpotent_Template, a package that encapsulates storage 
management for such ADTs.  Section 4 demonstrates the 
use of Nilpotent_Template by two different clients, and 
Section 5 discusses alternative implementations for 
Nilpotent_Template.  Section 6 extends the 
Nilpotent_Template concept to deal with tree and DAG 
structures, and Section 7 presents our conclusions. 
 
 

2.  Discipline for Designing Unbounded ADTs 
 
Henceforth, when we discuss “generic packages,” we 
mean Ada generic packages that export unbounded ADTs 
and operations to manipulate them.  The main objective of 
this paper is to present a formally-based design discipline 
for such generic packages that is based on five engineer-
ing principles.  The point is to show why the whole is 
greater than the sum of the parts (i.e., the engineering 
principles standing separately).  
 
The individual engineering principles are: 

 
• Principle 1.  A generic package must export an 

initialize and a finalize operation for each exported 
type, to be called by the client on each variable of 
that type upon entry to and exit from its scope, 
respectively. 

 
• Principle 2.  A generic package must export only 

limited private types.  A data movement operation 
that properly enforces the abstraction must be 
provided for variables of each exported type (e.g., 
Copy or Swap7). 

 
• Principle 3.  A generic package must export 

package initialize and finalize operations to be used 
by the client for each instance of the package upon 
entry to and exit from its scope, respectively. 

 
• Principle 4.  Storage management must be 

encapsulated in its own generic package.  This 
abstraction must enforce strict control over access 
to allocated storage, and must admit a variety of 
possible implementations. 

 

• Principle 5.  A generic package must import 
storage management operations through generic 
parameters.  These operations should be those 
provided by the generic package described in 
Principle 4. 

 
Principle 1 is not new (see Sherman16), but it is necessary 
because the finalize operation is the only way in which the 
unbounded generic package can regain control of the 
storage allocated to variables of any type exported by the 
package.  Principle 1 addresses problem 1. 
 
Exporting each type as limited private, required by 
Principle 2, has been suggested by many, e.g., Hibbard8, 
Booch4, and Edwards5.  A data movement operation that 
properly enforces the abstraction does so without creating 
an alias; this is required for modular verification of Ada 
generics (see Ernst6).  For efficiency reasons7 we choose 
the Swap operation in our designs, but the traditional 
Copy operation would also suffice. 
 
Principle 3 requires a package finalization operation so 
that storage allocated to package-level variables can be 
reclaimed prior to the deactivation of the package (i.e., 
prior to leaving the scope in which the package was 
instantiated).  Although there is a syntactic slot provided 
by Ada for optional package initialization, an explicit 
procedure is required of all packages by our discipline.  
This produces symmetric, consistent and uniform 
interfaces.  Principle 3 also addresses problem 1. 
 
Principle 4 is followed in part both by Booch4 and by 
Musser and Stepanov13, but their encapsulation is not 
strict enough.  In general, what is meant by “strict” is that 
there is no uncontrolled aliasing of the allocated storage, 
i.e., all copies of pointers are made by operations 
provided by the abstraction.  This strict control allows the 
implementation to use alternatives for storage reclamation 
that otherwise would not be available (see Section 5).  
These alternatives address problems 2 and 3 in that the 
implementation of the abstract storage management 
package can be “tuned” to the client’s needs without 
changes to the client (except in the package instantiation). 
 
Principle 5 attacks the proliferation of different versions 
of functionally similar unbounded ADTs by making them 
parametric in the storage management scheme.  Also, it 
gives the client control over major performance factors 
(storage allocation and reclamation), which is crucial if a 
high level of ADT reuse is to be achieved, especially in 
real-time systems2.  Principle 5 addresses problems 2 and 
3. 
 
To understand the details of the discipline, it is necessary 
to work at five different levels, or layers, of software.  



Principle 4, encapsulating storage management, is con-
cerned with the lowest two levels, the storage management 
abstraction (see Section 3) and its implementation 
(Section 5).  Principles 1, 2, 3, and 5 are concerned with 
the next two higher levels, a generic package exporting an 
unbounded ADT and its implementation, which is based 
on the storage management abstraction (Section 4).  At the 
highest level is the client of this generic package, whose 
use of the generic package is discussed in Principles 1, 2, 
and 3 (Section 4).  This view of the discipline follows the 
3C (concept, content, and context) model of software 
structure (see Latour11). 
 
 

3.  An Abstraction for Acyclic Pointer Structures  

 
In this section we introduce Nilpotent_Template, an 
abstraction for acyclic pointer structures.  Understanding 
this abstraction is paramount for understanding the 
discipline.  Why is this abstraction so important?  It 
allows us to get pointers right once and for all, eliminating 
the troublesome details associated with using 
programming language pointers when implementing 
acyclic linked structures.  Furthermore, if a generic 
package is parameterized by Nilpotent_Template, its 
performance can be tuned by the client with respect to 
storage management.  The generic package stays the same, 
while the client simply selects and instantiates an alter-
native implementation of Nilpotent_Template (see Section 
5 for a discussion of alternative implementations). 
 
Experience shows that the abstraction may be difficult to 
understand, so we begin with a simple example, working 
up from there.  Suppose one is developing a program that 
requires a singly linked list for storing a character string.  
There is one problem: the programming language being 
used does not support pointers.  What can be done?  
Simulate the pointers using an array for storing the 
characters while maintaining a parallel array for storing 
the simulated pointer link to the next character.  This is 
common in FORTRAN programs, and is taught in some 
introductory data structures courses and standard texts 
(see Horowitz10).  For example, suppose we have the list 
(a, x, r).  An implementation using simulated pointers and 
parallel arrays might look like the following: 
 

1 2 3 4

...label

target

head tail

a x r

2 3 0 0 ...
...

1 3

 
 

Figure 1 — Simulated pointers using 
parallel arrays. 

 
To access the first item in the list, “a,” use the value stored 
in the variable head to index into the label array.  To find 
the next item in the list, simply index into the target array 
and use the value stored there as the index into the label 
array.  The end of the list is reached when the value in the 
target array is zero. 
 
Abstracting from this implementation leads to a 
specification for the desired generic abstract data type.  
There are actually two mappings at work in this example, 
a mapping from integers to characters, and a mapping 
from integers to integers.  These mappings can be viewed 
as mathematical functions, label and target, having the 
following mathematical form: 
 
 label: integer  →  Item 
 target: integer  →  integer 
 
By definition label and target are both total functions that 
form part of a complete mathematical model of the 
simulated pointer structure.  To remain within the page 
limit, in examples we show only ordered pairs for which 
the domain value is of interest.  For the above example, 
the functions have the following values: 
 
 label =  {(1, a), (2, x), (3, r)} 
 target = {(1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 0)} 
 
 
The Abstraction in the Form of an Ada 
Generic Package 
 
The abstraction Nilpotent_Template presented below (see 
Figure 2) is based on the two functions label and target.  It 
exports a program type called Position (modeled by the 
integers used as the domains of the functions), and it 
exports operations for manipulating the functions (i.e., for 
evaluating and changing them).  The package is 
parameterized by the type Item.  The specification has 
three parts: Ada code; mathematical specifications (in Ada 
comments beginning with --! ); and English explanation 
(in Ada comments beginning with only -- ).  The 
mathematical specifications are similar to those found in 
Pittel14, with modifications to facilitate the presentation 
and to correspond with the Ada implementation.  Upon 
first reading, think of the above example and use the 
associated explanations as an aid to understanding the 
specification.  Then move on to the example client 
program found in the next section, referring back to the 
specification when necessary. 
 



We have some experience introducing Nilpo-
tent_Template to programmers in the classroom*. The 
students’ first encounter with Nilpotent_Template was 
difficult.  However, with some explanation of the specs 
along with an example similar to the one found in the next 
section, the students became comfortable with the 
abstraction and easily were able to use it to implement two 
different linked structure packages (queue and one-way 
list). 
 
 

4.  A Client of the Nilpotent_Template 
 
This section demonstrates the use of the Nilpo-
tent_Template introduced in the last section by providing 
two clients: an Ada procedure that instantiates 
Nilpotent_Template and an Ada generic package 
parameterized by Nilpotent_Template. 
 
 
A Procedure to Create a Simple List 
 
The procedure of Figure 3 creates the example list, (a, x, 
r), from Section 3.  The reader should refer to the 
remainder of Figure 3 for three different views of the 
program’s execution.  Figure 3 has nine rows and four 
columns.  The nine rows correspond with the nine lines in 
the program tagged with the comment “-- #.”  Column one 
contains the line number; column two contains an 
illustration of the abstract state; column three illustrates a 
simulated pointer representation; column four shows a 
standard representation using pointers and nodes with 
“next” fields.  
 

                                                 
* Eighteen graduate and upper-division undergraduate 
students, in a class called “Software Components Using 
Ada” (see Hollingsworth9). 



--! concept Nilpotent_Template 
 
--!   conceptual context 
 
   generic 
--!    conceptual parameters 
 
--!    type Item 
      type Item is limited private; 
      with procedure Initialize (x: in out Item); 
      with procedure Finalize (x: in out Item); 
      with procedure Swap (x1: in out Item; x2: in out Item); 
 
--!   mathematics 
--!    math variables 
 
--!     used: integer  
--!     label: function from integer to math[Item] 
--!     target: function from integer to integer 
-- Conceptually Nilpotent_Template maintains these three internal “state” variables.  The exported 
-- operations manipulate these variables as well as their actual parameters.  Nilpotent_Template’s 
-- implementation (package body) is not obligated to represent these variables explicitly, 
-- as they are mathematical abstractions, not Ada variables. 
 
--!    initially "used = 0 and 
--!     for all i: integer (Item.init (label (i))  and  (target (i) = 0))" 
-- Conceptually Nilpotent_Template dispenses unused positions beginning at integer number one. 
-- Positions are dispensed to the client via the operation Attach_Label (see below).  Each time 
-- a position is dispensed, the math variable used is incremented by one.  There is no danger of 
-- eventual overflow because used is a mathematical integer, not an Ada integer. 
 
 
 package Nilpotent_Template is 
--!   interface 
 
   procedure Initialize_Package; 
   procedure Finalize_Package; 
 
--!   type Position is modeled by integer 
--!    exemplar p 
--!    constraint "p >= 0" 
--!    initially "p = 0  and  used = #used  and 
--!       label = #label  and  target = #target" 
--!    finally  "used = #used  and  label = #label  and  target = #target" 
     type Position is limited private; 
     procedure Initialize (p: in out Position); 
     procedure Finalize (p: in out Position); 
     procedure Swap (p1: in out Position; p2: in out Position); 
-- Conceptually the type Position is modeled by a mathematical integer.  Every variable p of type 
-- Position is initially 0. The Initialize operation for a Position variable p does not have 
-- an effect on the Nilpotent_Template’s internal mathematical variables used, label and target, 
-- nor does the Finalize operation. 
-- In the post-condition (ensures clause) of an operation, the ‘#’ preceding a variable  
-- indicates the value of the variable at the beginning of the operation.  A variable without the  
-- ‘#’ stands for the value of the variable at the end of the operation.  The ‘#’ is not used in a 
-- pre-condition (requires clause). 
 
   procedure Attach_Label ( 
     p: in out Position;    --! produces 
     x: in out Item     --! consumes 
    ); 
--!   ensures "used = #used + 1  and  p = used  and 
--!     for all i: integer (i /= p implies label (i) = #label (i))  and 
--!     label (p) = #x  and 
--!     target = #target" 



-- Conceptually this operation allocates the next unused integer to be used as a Position value. 
-- It alters the label function, mapping the new Position p to the Item x.  The new Position’s 
-- target is 0 because target initially maps every integer to 0.  The operation also consume 
-- x; i.e., x is changed to an initial value for the type Item. 
 
   procedure Swap_Label ( 
     p: in out Position;    --! preserves 
     x: in out Item     --! alters 
    ); 
--!   requires "p /= 0" 
--!   ensures "used = #used  and 
--!     for all i: integer (i /= p implies label (i) = #label (i))  and 
--!     label (p) = #x  and  x = #label (p)  and 
--!     target = #target" 
-- Conceptually this operation allows a client to change the label function at Position p and   
-- simultaneously to obtain the former label at Position p, by swapping.  Neither used nor target   
-- is changed. 
 
   procedure Apply_Target ( 
     p: in out Position    --! alters 
    ); 
--!   requires "p /= 0" 
--!   ensures "p = target (#p)  and 
--!     used = #used  and  label = #label  and  target = #target" 
-- Conceptually this operation applies the target function to p and sets p to the value  
-- produced by the application. 
 
   procedure Change_Target ( 
     p1: in out Position;    --! preserves 
     p2: in out Position    --! preserves 
    ); 
--!   requires "p1 /= 0 and p1 /= p2 and  
--!     there does not exist k :integer, (k = 0 and (target^k(p2) = p1)) 
--!   ensures "used = #used  and  label = #label  and  
--!     for all i: integer (i /= p implies target (i) = #target (i)) and  
--!     target(p1) = p2" 
-- Conceptually this operation allows a client to alter the target function by changing target(p1), 
-- i.e., p1 now maps to p2 under the target function.  Neither used nor label is changed. 
-- Note: The notation target^k(p2) denotes the iterated application of target to p2, k times.  For 
-- example, target^2(p2) = target(target(p2)).  The requires clause must be met so that no 
-- circular structures will be created!  In other words, target is a nilpotent function; hence 
-- the name of the package. 
 
   procedure Copy ( 
     p1: in out Position;    --! preserves 
     p2: in out Position    --! produces 
    ); 
--!   ensures "p2 = p1  and  used = #used  and  label = #label and target = #target" 
-- Conceptually this operation allows a client to create a copy of a position p1.  None of the  
-- internal mathematical variables are changed.  Note: This is similar to aliasing if pointers 
-- were being used.  However this is the only way in which a client can create an alias.   
-- Assignment is not available for limited private types.  Implementations of Nilpotent_Template 
-- can take advantage of this situation so that dangling references and storage leaks are 
-- never created. 
 
   procedure Test_If_Equal ( 
     p1: in out Position;    --! preserves 
     p2: in out Position;    --! preserves 
     equal: in out Boolean    --! produces 
    ); 
--!   ensures "(equal  iff  p1 = p2)  and 
--!     used = #used  and  label = #label  and  target = #target" 
-- Conceptually this operation sets equal to True if and only if p1 and p2 are the same integer.  
 
  private 



   type Position_Rep; 
   type Position is access Position_Rep; 
  end Nilpotent_Template; 
--! end Nilpotent_Template 
 

Figure 2 — Nilpotent_Template Specification 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
with Nilpotent_Template, 
 Built_In_Types; 
use Built_In_Types; 
-- Package Built_In_Types provides 
Initialize, 
-- Finalize and Swap operations for the 
built 
-- in Ada types Boolean, Character, Integer 
-- and Float. 
 
procedure Example_List is 
 package Character_List_Facility is 
  new Nilpotent_Template ( 
   Character, 
   Initialize, 
   Finalize, 
   Swap); 
 use Character_List_Facility; 
 head, tail, new_tail: Position; 
 c: Character; 
begin 

 Initialize (head); 
 Initialize (tail); 
 Initialize (new_tail); 
 Initialize (c);  -- 1 
 c := ‘a’; 
 Attach_Label (head, c); -- 2 
 Copy (head, tail); -- 3 
 c := ‘x’; 
 Attach_Label (new_tail, c); -- 4 
 Change_Target (tail, new_tail); -- 5 
 Apply_Target (tail); -- 6 
 c := ‘r’; 
 Attach_Label (new_tail, c); -- 7 
 Change_Target (tail, new_tail); -- 8 
 Apply_Target (tail); -- 9 
 Finalize (c) 
 Finalize (new_tail); 
 Finalize (tail); 
 Finalize (head); 
end Example_List; 

 
 Line Abstract  Simulated Pointer Standard Pointer 
 # State Representation Representation 

 
 
 

1 
 
 

 
head = 0 tail = 0 new_tail = 0 
 
used = 0 
 
label: { } 
target: { } 
 

...label

target

head tail new_tail

0 0 0 0 ...

0 0 0

1 2 3 4 ...  

head tail new_tail

 

 
 

2 
 
 

 
head = 1 tail = 0 new_tail = 0 
 
used = 1 
label: { (1, a) } 
target: { (1, 0) } 

...label

target

head tail new_tail

0 0 0 0 ...

1 0 0

a

 

head tail new_tail

a
 

 
 

3 
 
 

 
head = 1 tail = 1 new_tail = 0 
 
used = 1 
label: { (1, a) } 
target: { (1, 0) } 

...label

target

head tail new_tail

0 0 0 0 ...

1 1 0

a

 

head tail new_tail

a
 

 
Figure 3 — Three views of the example program’s execution (continued to next page). 



 
 

4 
 
 

 
head = 1 tail = 1 new_tail = 2 
 
used = 2 
label: { (1, a), (2, x) } 
target: { (1, 0), (2, 0) } 

...label

target

head tail new_tail

0 0 0 0 ...

1 1 2

a x

 

head tail new_tail

a x
 

 
 

5 
 
 

 
head = 1 tail = 1 new_tail = 2 
 
used = 2 
label: { (1, a), (2, x) } 
target: { (1, 2), (2, 0) } 

...label

target

head tail new_tail

2 0 0 0 ...

1 1 2

a x

 

head tail new_tail

a x
 

 
 

6 
 
 

 
head = 1 tail = 2 new_tail = 2 
 
used = 2 
label: { (1, a), (2, x) } 
target: { (1, 2), (2, 0) } 

...label

target

head tail new_tail

2 0 0 0 ...

1 2 2

a x

 

head tail new_tail

a x
 

 
 

7 
 
 

 
head = 1 tail = 2 new_tail = 3 
 
used = 3 
label: { (1, a), (2, x), (3, r) } 
target: { (1, 2), (2, 0), (3, 0) } 

...label

target

head tail new_tail

2 0 0 0 ...

1 2 3

a x r

 

head tail new_tail

a x r
 

 
 

8 
 
 

 
head = 1 tail = 2 new_tail = 3 
 
used = 3 
label: { (1, a), (2, x), (3, r) } 
target: { (1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 0) } 

...label

target

head tail new_tail

2 3 0 0 ...

1 2 3

a x r

 

head tail new_tail

a x r
 

 
 

9 
 
 

 
head = 1 tail = 3 new_tail = 3 
 
used = 3 
label: { (1, a), (2, x), (3, r) } 
target: { (1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 0) } 

...label

target

head tail new_tail

2 3 0 0 ...

1 3 3

a x r

 

head tail new_tail

a x r
 

 
Figure 3 — Three views of the example program’s execution. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
The example program demonstrates how a client of the 
Nilpotent_Template can construct linked structures 
without directly using the programming language’s 
pointer types.  Additionally, this example illustrates that 
the programmer is now able reason about linked structures 
at an abstract level, as opposed to reasoning at the con-
crete or implementation level.  Column three of Figure 3 
demonstrates how a programmer reasons about linked 
structures in a language without pointers (e.g., 
FORTRAN); column four of Figure 3 demonstrates how a 
programmer working with a language that provides 
pointers reasons about linked structures (e.g., C, Pascal, or 

Ada).  Column two, however, is how programmers should 
be reasoning about linked structures — at an abstract 
level.  
 
 
Ada Generic Package Parameterized by 
Nilpotent_Template 
 
It is time to examine the discipline’s next three levels: a 
generic package (Figure 4), its implementation based on 
Nilpotent_Template (Figure 5), and a client of the generic 
package (following Figure 5).  For simplicity of 



presentation we have chosen stack.  Abstractions such as 
queue, one-way list, and map illustrate the same points. 
 
Stack_Template’s specification follows the same format 
used for Nilpotent_Template, with formal mathematical 
specifications mixed with the Ada generic package 
specification.  It has been engineered according to the 
principles outlined in Section 2.  Conceptually, the type 
Stack is modeled as a mathematical string of Items (type 
Item is a parameter).  Stack operations are specified in 

terms of mathematical string theory operations (e.g., 
concatenation).  Close examination of the specification 
shows that the operations Initialize and Finalize satisfy 
Principle 1; Principle 2 is satisfied by the program type 
Stack being limited private, and by the Swap operation; 
Initialize_Package and Finalize_Package satisfy Principle 
3;   Principle 4 is satisfied by Nilpotent_Template itself.  
Nilpotent_Template’s type and operations are generic 
parameters, satisfying Principle 5. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
--! concept Stack_Template 
--!   conceptual context 
--!    uses 
--!     STRING_THEORY_TEMPLATE 
 
   generic 
--!    conceptual parameters 
 
--!    type Item 
      type Item is limited private; 
      with procedure Initialize (x: in out Item); 
      with procedure Finalize (x: in out Item); 
      with procedure Swap (x1: in out Item; x2: in out Item); 
 
--!    mathematics 
--!     math facilities 
--!      STRING_THEORY is STRING_THEORY_TEMPLATE (math[Item]) 
 
--!   realization context 
--!    realization parameters 
 
--!    facility Nilpotent_Facility is Nilpotent_Template (Item) 
      type Position is limited private; 
      with procedure Initialize(p: in out Position); 
      with procedure Finalize(p: in out Position); 
      with procedure Swap(p1, p2: in out Position); 
      with procedure Attach_Label(p: in out Position; 
           x: in out Item); 
      with procedure Swap_Label(p: in out Position; 
           x: in out Item); 
      with procedure Apply_Target(p: in out Position); 
      with procedure Change_Target(p1, p2: in out Position); 
      with procedure Copy(p1, p2: in out Position); 
      with procedure Test_If_Equal(p1, p2: in out Position; 
           equal: in out Boolean); 
 
  package Stack_Template is 
--!   interface 
 
   procedure Initialize_Package; 
   procedure Finalize_Package; 
 
--!    type Stack is modeled by STRING 
--!     exemplar s 
--!    initially "s = EMPTY" 
     type Stack is limited private; 
     procedure Initialize (s: in out Stack); 
     procedure Finalize (s: in out Stack); 



     procedure Swap (s1: in out Stack; s2: in out Stack); 
 
   procedure Push ( 
     s: in out Stack;     --! alters 
     x: in out Item     --! consumes 
    ); 
--!    ensures "s = #s o #x" 
 
   procedure Pop ( 
     s: in out Stack;     --! alters 
     x: in out Item     --! produces 
    ); 
--!    requires "s /= EMPTY" 
--!    ensures  "#s = s o x" 
 
   procedure Test_If_Empty ( 
     s: in out Stack;     --! preserves 
     empty: in out Boolean    --! produces 
    ); 
--!    ensures  "empty iff s = EMPTY" 
 
  private 
   type Stack is new Position; 
  end Stack_Template; 
--! end Stack_Template 

 
 

Figure 4 — Generic Stack Specification 
 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
package body Stack_Template is 
 
EMPTY_STACK_REP: Position; 
 
procedure Initialize_Package is 
begin 
 Initialize (EMPTY_STACK_REP); 
end Initialize_Package; 
 
procedure Finalize_Package is 
begin 
 Finalize (EMPTY_STACK_REP); 
end Finalize_Package; 
 
procedure Initialize (s: in out Stack) is 
begin 
 Initialize (Position (s)); 
end Initialize; 
 
procedure Finalize (s: in out Stack) is 
begin 
 Finalize (Position (s)); 
end Finalize; 
 
procedure Swap (s1: in out Stack; s2: in out Stack) is 
begin 
 Swap (Position (s1), Position (s2)); 
end Swap; 



 
procedure Push (s: in out Stack; x: in out Item) is 
 new_top: Position; 
begin 
 Initialize (new_top); 
 Attach_Label (new_top, x); 
 Change_Target (new_top, Position (s)); 
 Swap (new_top, Position (s)); 
 Finalize (new_top); 
end Push; 
 
procedure Pop (s: in out Stack; x: in out Item) is 
begin 
 Swap_Label (Position (s), x); 
 Apply_Target (Position (s)); 
end Pop; 
 
procedure Test_If_Empty (s: in out Stack; empty: in out Boolean) is 
begin 
 Test_If_Equal (Position (s), EMPTY_STACK_REP, empty); 
end Test_If_Empty; 
 
end Stack_Template; 
 
 

Figure 5 — Stack_Template Implementation 
 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Below is a simple Stack_Client that is faithful to 
Principles 1, 3, and 5 of the discipline, by initializing and 
finalizing both the program variables and instantiated 
packages. 
 
with Built_In_Types, 
 Nilpotent_Template, Stack_Template; 
use Built_In_Types; 
 
procedure Stack_Client is 
 
 package Nilpotent_Facility 
  is new Nilpotent_Template ( 
   Character, 
   Initialize, 
   Finalize, 
   Swap); 
 
 package Stack_Facility 
  is new Stack_Template ( 
   Character, 
   Initialize, 
   Finalize, 
   Swap, 
   Nilpotent_Facility.Position, 
   Nilpotent_Facility.Initialize, 
   Nilpotent_Facility.Finalize, 
   Nilpotent_Facility.Swap, 
   Nilpotent_Facility.Attach_Label, 

   Nilpotent_Facility.Swap_Label, 
   Nilpotent_Facility.Apply_Target, 
   Nilpotent_Facility.Change_Target, 
   Nilpotent_Facility.Copy, 
   Nilpotent_Facility.Test_If_Equal); 
 
 use Stack_Facility; 
 
 s1: Stack; 
 c: Character; 
 
begin 
 Nilpotent_Facility.Initialize_Package; 
 Stack_Facility.Initialize_Package; 
 Initialize (s1); 
 Initialize (c); 
 c := ‘a’; 
 Push (s1, c); 
 c := ‘b’; 
 Push (s1, c); 
 Finalize (c); 
 Finalize (s1); 
 Stack_Facility.Finalize_Package; 
 Nilpotent_Facility.Finalize_Package; 
end Stack_Client; 
 
 

5.  Nilpotent_Template Implementation 
 



Before discussing alternative implementations for 
Nilpotent_Template, we note the fundamental properties 
shared by all alternatives.  Remember that 
Nilpotent_Template has been designed for building 
acyclic linked structures.  Consequently, the precondition 
for Change_Target requires that no circularity be 
introduced into the linked structure that is under 
construction (see Figure 2).  This requirement allows 
implementations to maintain reference counts for all 
dynamically allocated storage (see Weide17, Rosen15). 
 
For example, when the client invokes Attach_Label, 
storage is allocated for a new position, and its reference 
count is set to one.  The counts are updated by all 
operations of the Nilpotent_Template that change the 
values of Position variables or the target function.  When 
the count reaches zero (note that the count can be 
decremented by a call to Finalize, Attach_Label, 
Change_Target, Apply_Target, or Copy) there are no 
positions that have access to the allocated storage.  At this 
time, the allocated storage may be reclaimed.  Because of 
its interface, Nilpotent_Template has complete control 
over aliasing of allocated storage.  If it did not, then the 
reference count system would break down. 
 
This is also why circular linked structures are not allowed 
by the Nilpotent_Template as it stands.  If they are 
allowed (by removing the requires clause of 
Change_Target), it is possible to build a structure where 
each piece of allocated storage has a reference count equal 
to one, but no position has access to the structure.  To 
detect this situation, the implementation has to follow the 
target chain of a position whenever a reference count is 
decremented; otherwise storage leaks might occur.  
Following the target chain is potentially inefficient. 
 
The Nilpotent_Template abstraction without the non-
circulatrity constraint is useful for constructing circular 
structures, but does not admit an especially efficient 
implementation.  On the other hand, it is no less efficient 
than using language-supplied primitives to allocate and 
deallocate storage, and it still supports abstract reasoning 
about client program behavior. 
 
Here are four possible alternative strategies for storage 
reclamation: 
 

1) Use the underlying run time system’s garbage 
collector. 

 
2) Use UNCHECKED_DEALLOCATION. 
 
3) Maintain an internal free list of individual pieces of 

storage allocated by Attach_Label, as shown: 
 

 
free_list

 
 
 
4) Maintain an internal free list of freed linked 

structures.  These structures have been constructed 
using Attach_Label and Change_Target, and have 
then been freed: 

 
free_list

 
 
The first two strategies are straightforward, not warranting 
further discussion.  The third strategy performs well when 
individual pieces of storage are freed (e.g., when a stack is 
popped), but suffers when an entire linked structure is 
freed.  For example, if a client finalizes a stack of size N, 
this alternative’s performance is necessarily linear in N.  
Why?  Because it has to take each piece of storage off the 
stack and place it onto the free list.  This might lead one to 
believe that the Finalize operation for a linked structure is 
inherently a linear-time operation, but it is not.  The fourth 
strategy accommodates a constant time Finalize operation 
for linked structures of length N (see Weizenbaum18, 
Weide17).  As stated above, this implementation 
maintains a free list of freed linked structures rather than a 
free list of individually allocated pieces of storage.  The 
Finalize operation simply adds the entire size N linked 
structure to the free list, in constant time.  With this 
storage management strategy, all Nilpotent_Template 
operations take constant time. 
 
It is worth mentioning other factors that are relevant when 
the storage reclamation strategy maintains a free list.  
Unfortunately a full treatise on these factors would require 
another paper.  For example, there might be a need to 
place an upper bound on the size of the free list; it might 
be to a client’s advantage to populate the free list prior to 
the client requesting storage;and there is a question as to 



when is the best time to finalize the Items in the data 
structure being reclaimed.  That is, when the storage being 
reclaimed contains the only reference to some other large 
data structure, when should that data structure be fi-
nalized? 
 
By following the discipline outlined in this paper, 
Nilpotent_Template can be implemented using any of the 
above strategies.  What’s more, when generic packages 
are designed according to the discipline, they can be 
instantiated with any implementation of 
Nilpotent_Template and work equally well, achieving 
plug compatibility.  Finally, when clients of a generic 
package faithfully adhere to the initialize/finalize require-
ments of the discipline, no storage leaks or dangling 
references can be created. 
 
 

6.  Extending the Nilpotent_Template Abstraction 
 
With the Nilpotent_Template a software engineer can 
design and reason at an abstract level about singly linked 
structures, but not about multiply linked structures such as 
binary trees.  To support multiply linked structures, Nilpo-
tent_Template must be extended to support multiple target 
functions.  The following example demonstrates a binary 
tree and its corresponding representation using simulated 
pointers and parallel arrays:  
 

root

...label
target  1

root

r a x
2 0 4 0 ...

1

target  2 3 0 0 0 ...

t

r

a x

t

 
 
The target function now has the following mathematical 
form: 
 

 target: integer × integer → integer 
 
The target function for the above example is: 
target = { ((1, 1), 2), ((1, 2), 0), ((1, 3), 4), ((1, 4), 0), 
 ((2, 1), 3), ((2, 2), 0), ((2, 3), 0), ((2, 4), 0) } 
 
N_Way_Nilpotent_Template has an additional generic 
parameter by which the client specifies the number of 
targets.  As it turns out, Nilpotent_Template is a special 
case of N_Way_Nilpotent_Template (obtained by setting 
the number of targets to one).  In practice we have 
implemented N_Way_Nilpotent_Template, and 
instantiated it with one target function to build singly 
linked structures and with two target functions to build 
binary trees. 
 
 

7.  Summary and Conclusion 
 
We have introduced an engineering discipline for the 
construction of Ada generic packages that export 
“unbounded” ADTs, and their clients.  The discipline 
addresses three problems:  

P1) regaining control over dynamically allocated 
storage; 

P2) the proliferation of unbounded ADTs differing 
only in their storage management scheme; and 

P3) no client control over an unbounded ADT’s 
storage management scheme. 

 
The discipline requires: 

R1) a totally encapsulated storage management 
module; 

R2) generic packages parameterized by and 
implemented with the storage management 
module; 

R3) total encapsulation of all types, including a data 
movement operation that properly enforces the 
abstraction; 

R4) initialization and finalization operations for all 
types and packages; 

R5) faithful use of initialize/finalize operations by all 
clients. 

 
Problem P1 is addressed by requirements R3, R4 and R5.  
Problems P2 and P3 are addressed by R1 and R2. 
 
The discipline, when properly applied, actually goes 
farther.  It guarantees that: no storage leaks or dangling 
references can be created; unbounded generics are plug 
compatible with respect to storage management (giving 
the client control at instantiation time over the storage 
management scheme employed); the storage manager can 
be implemented so that all of its operations execute in 
constant time, including the Finalize operation for linked 



structures of size N; the interface of unbounded generics 
is uniform and consistent (permitting compositions such 
as stacks of one-way lists through generic instantiation). 
 
Straightforward, comprehensible solutions to problems 
such as storage management, client control over 
performance, plug compatibility, uniformity, consistency 
and composability are not easy to find.  One cannot take a 
half-hearted approach to solving these problems, i.e., one 
cannot adopt principles 1, 3, and 5, for example, and hope 
to gain much.  Only when we examine the entire picture 
and are willing to take a different approach at all levels, 
do we come up with a comprehensive discipline for 
solving these problems. 
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